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Reinventing negation patterns in Moroccan ArabicReinventing negation patterns in Moroccan ArabicReinventing negation patterns in Moroccan ArabicReinventing negation patterns in Moroccan Arabic    

Mena Lafkioui  

1111....    IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

The present chapter examines how new negation patterns are created in 

Moroccan Arabic in the Oujda region, North East Morocco, through con-

tact with Berber (Tarifit language, North Morocco, see Figure 1).
1
 The dis-

cussed cases concern contact-induced innovation processes in Moroccan 

Arabic negation, through which the morphological data as well as the syn-

tactic structuring and semantic functioning have been modified by analogy 

with Berber negation.  

The negation system of North African Arabic is fundamentally built on 

the morphosyntactic opposition between verbal negation and non-verbal 
negation. Where in the former negation type a verbal component functions 

as the negation incidence point (generally the verbal predicate or its auxil-

iary), in the latter type, the negation refers to various nominal elements, 

such as nouns and prepositions, that generally play the predicative role. 

Verbal predication is negated by means of the discontinuous marker  

ma ___ −s (−si/−say) and its optional or conditioned (modal and expressive)  

variants. The verbal negation structure mainly expresses existential values, 

whereas the non-verbal negation structure is used for both existential and 

attributive semantic purposes. The existential negation marker is similar in 

verbal and non-verbal negation, while attributive negation is mainly 

marked by the continuous morpheme ma−si ___ or mu−s ___ (or their vari-

ants).  
With respect to this negation system, the Moroccan Arabic variety of 

Oujda distinguishes a new discontinuous marker, ma ___ bu, whose second 

element is borrowed from Tarifit, which is the only Berber language where 

this morpheme occurs (Lafkioui 1996, 1999: II/Chapter 2, 2007: 234–236, 

2011a: 62–69). They do not only have this morphological particularity in 

common, but also its morphosyntactic combinatorial restrictions and syn-

tactic functioning (structural analogy). The hybrid negator ma ___ bu oc-

curs in the following innovated negation patterns: [ma + verbal predicative 

                                                      
1. The dark grey zone on the map corresponds to the Berber speaking area of the 

Rif that distinguishes this phenomenon.  
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syntagm + bu + noun] and [ma + non-verbal predicative syntagm + bu + 

noun]. Moreover, this Moroccan Arabic variety basically shares the same 

semantic properties with Tarifit, that is, it is also employed for existential 

descriptive negation.       

 

The analyses referring to Moroccan Arabic and Berber in this chapter are 

based on data from my fieldwork in Morocco from 1992 onwards. As for 

the negation in Tarifit, I also refer to Lafkioui (1996, 1999: II/ Chapter 2, 

2007: 234–236 and 2011a: 62–69). The personally gathered data exposed 

here were transcribed according to the phonological system of the lan-

guages at hand, in which only the distinctive value and length of the vowels 

and consonants are represented. Quoted data, however, are reproduced as 

such in this contribution.
2
 

 

This introduction is followed by an examination of the negation system in 

North African Arabic languages (Section 2). In Section 3, the case of  

Moroccan Arabic is considered in detail by distinguishing between verbal 

and non-verbal negation and by analyzing their respective morphosyntactic 

patterns and semantic values. Section 4 addresses the contact-induced in-

novated negation marker ma ___ bu and its combinatorial and distributional 

implications on the present negation structure and functioning in Moroccan 

Arabic. The same section is dedicated to the question of borrowing and its 

development on the basis of the examined data. Finally, this chapter ends 

with a number of conclusions about contact-induced language variation and 

its connection with language diffusion and evolution.  

    

                                                      
2. The following abbreviations are used:  AFF ‘affix’, COMPL ‘complement’, COP 

‘copula’, DEF ‘definite’, DET ‘determined’, DIR ‘direct’, DIST ‘distal’, EA ‘em-

phasis accent’, F ‘feminine’, Fo ‘pitch’, I ‘intensity’, IMP ‘imperative’, IMPERF 

‘imperfective’, INDIR ‘indirect’, INTRG ‘interrogative’, INVOC ‘invocation’, M 

‘masculine’, MAX ‘maximum’, MIN ‘minimum’, NEG ‘negation’, NVPS ‘non-

verbal predicative syntagm’, O ‘object’, P ‘predicate’, PART ‘particle’, PERF 

‘perfective’, PL ‘plural’ PREP ‘preposition(al)’, PROP ‘proposition(al)’, PROS 

‘prosody’, PROX ‘proximal’, PTCP ‘participle’, REF ‘referential’, S ‘subject’, SG 

‘singular’, SUB ‘subordination’, SUBcompl ‘completive subordination’, TOP 

‘topic(alization)’, UNDET ‘undetermined’, VPS ‘verbal predicative syntagm’, ↑ 

‘rise in pitch’, ↓ ‘fall in pitch’. 
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Figure 1. Geographical distribution of negation with marker NEG___bu 

2.2.2.2.    North African Arabic negationNorth African Arabic negationNorth African Arabic negationNorth African Arabic negation    

The North African Arabic negation system is basically composed of the 

morphosyntactic opposition between verbal negation and non-verbal nega-

tion. In the verbal negation structures, the incidence point generally corre-

sponds to the verbal predicative syntagm (V + S) or a directly related  

element, whereas diverse nominal elements functioning as the syntactic 

nucleus are referred to in the non-verbal negation structures. Negation does 

not engage any morphological modification of the verbal stem of the con-

cerned head. With the exception of Hassaniyya (South Morocco and Mauri-

tania), which uses the morpheme ma ___, verbal negation is expressed in 

North African Arabic through the discontinuous marker ma ___ −s (−si/−say) 
and its optional or conditioned variants.

3
 The same marker is used for non-

verbal negation in prepositional predicative configurations and when occur-

ring in a conjunctive expressive context, it mostly signifies adverseness; 

otherwise, non-verbal negation is rendered by means of the continuous 

marker ma−si ___ or mu−s ___ (or their variants), whether evoking existential 

semantic values (equative, situative, possessive) or attributive ones.  
 

As regards the discontinuous marker ma ___ −s ( −si/−say), both elements are 

required to negate the verbal predication when no modal, discursive or 

                                                      
3. A similar development is attested in the Arabic variety of the Egyptian  

Dakhla-Oasis (Woidich 1995–97). 
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expressive charge is involved (except Hassaniyya, example 3), as is shown 

in the next examples: 

 

(1)  ma y-ākul š #awwa. 
 NEG IMPERF-3MSG-eat NEG now 

 ‘He does not eat now.’ (Tunisian Arabic; Lafkioui)  

  

(2) mā smä&-t-nī-š  

 [NEG PERF-2MSG-hear+1SG+NEG] 

 ‘Tu ne m’as pas entendu.’ (Algerian Arabic; Elhalimi 1996) 

 [‘You did not hear me.’] 

 

(3)  mā rg(d-t  
 [NEG PERF-1SG-sleep] 

‘Je n’ai pas dormi.’ (Hassaniyya; Taine-Cheikh 1995–96) 

 [‘I did not sleep.’] 

 

The first element ma is the head negator;
4
 it has a generalized and highly 

frequent usage in the Arabic spoken varieties, especially in comparison to 

Classical Arabic, where it is more confined to certain syntactic and seman-

tic contexts. It cannot be omitted under any circumstances but can be sub-

stituted by its conditioned variant la.
5
 Besides its basic function of an iso-

lated sentential negation particle,
6
 the latter is also employed for (1) itera-

tive negation (la... la...), (2) constituent negation (e.g. la-bās lit. ‘no harm’ 

> ‘it is okay’), (3) predicative negation of coordinated structures with u-la 

(‘or not’) or wƽ-lla (‘or not’), (4) expletive negation with subordination, (5) 

negation of adverbial subordinate clauses denoting purpose and result, and 

(6) as a composite negative nominal marker (e.g. b-la lit. ‘with no’ > ‘with-

out’). Most of all, though, it appears in semantically and pragmatically 

marked constructions (e.g. oath, interdiction, order, prohibition, admonition 

and categorical expressions), such as the next examples:  

                                                      
4. This morpheme is not only employed for negation but also as an interrogative, 

a relative, an exclamative, and even an indefinite pronoun, which may point to 

a common origin (Pennacchietti 1967; Wehr 1953).  

5. This does not hold for some marginal cases like that of Maltese, where ___ š 

is used in constructions engaging modality (Vanhove 1994).   

6. Hassaniyya is an exception to this generalized practice because it draws on the 

particle bdê (*abadan ‘never’) in order to respond with ‘no’ (Taine-Cheikh 

1995–96).  
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(4) allah-la-t-abb.(-k (Tunisian Arabic; Chaâbane 1996) 

 [INVOC-NEG-IMPERF-3FSG-succeed+2SG] 

 ‘J’implore Dieu pour que tu ne réussisses pas.’ 

 [‘By God, I wish you will not succeed!’] 

 

(5) la tgīs hum! (Hassaniyya, Morocco; Iaaich 1996) 

 [NEG IMPERF-2MSG-go 3PL] 

‘Ne vas pas chez eux!’ 

 [‘Do not go to them!’] 

 

So, assertions – actions and states connoted by the realis mood – are ne-

gated by different morphemes that are mainly based on the element ma 
(examples 1 to 3). Other moods, on the other hand, such as the irealis are 

rather expressed through morphemes containing the element la, often in 

combination with 0 as the second constituent (examples 4 and 5) but also as 

la ___ š (and free variants).
7
 In the latter case, certain aspects of the  

expressed modal process or state are highlighted or elaborated (see also 

Harrell 1962: 153; Elhalimi 1996). However, modality can also be con-

veyed through the negation morpheme based on ma (or an allomorph), as in 

example (6).
8
 Apart from modality purposes, the second element of the 

discontinuous marker may be absent for reasons of discursiveness and 

heightened expressiveness (example 7), and may be replaced by other ele-

ments (i.e. adverbs, indefinite pronouns, relative markers, interrogative 

markers) that are considered to be semantically or pragmatically more ade-

quate or more expressive (examples 8 and 9). In fact, the second element š, 

derived from šayʔ ‘thing’ of Classical Arabic, was originally an element of 

intensification (emphasis) – and still is to a different degree in various Ara-

bic varieties – that has lost some of its marking strength with time and 

therefore had to appeal to other forms to complete this function. Its gram-

maticalization has reached different stages according to region, and its pre-

cise functional roles differ from one variety to another. Compared to the first 

element, it has a certain distributional flexibility; its position in the syntagm 

depends on the variable scope of the negation. This innovation phenomenon is 

absent from Classical Arabic but abundantly observed in the spoken varieties, 

                                                      
7. I have some reservations about Taine-Cheikh’s (2000) statement concerning 

the marginal frequency of la ___ 0 in North Africa, especially when it comes 

to its western part.  

8. Interestingly, Maltese Arabic displays the continuous variant ___ š in modal 

contexts.   
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mainly of North Africa (Marçais 1977; Taine-Cheikh 1995–96), where the 

data show a remarkable parallelism with the observed phenomena in the cur-

rent Berber languages, which might have triggered this extended transforma-

tion process in North African Arabic (Brugnatelli 1987).   

 

Examples: 

 

(6) w-allāhi hu mo rāgud (Libyan Arabic; Owens 1984: 162) 

[INVOC 3MSG NEG PTCP-MSG-sleep] 

‘I swear he is not asleep!’ 

 

(7) l-xdem ma ta-i-tts3ra-u (Moroccan Arabic; Youssi 1992: 109) 

 [TOP NEG PART-IMPERF-3MPL-buy] 

 ‘Les esclaves ça ne s’achète pas.’ 

 [‘Slaves, they are not for buying.’] 

 

(8) ma sm(&-na .add (Algerian Arabic; Lafkioui)  

 [NEG PERF-1PL-hear anybody] 

 ‘We did not hear anybody.’ 

 

(9) ma fh(m-ti .ta z(fta. (Moroccan Ar.; Lafkioui) 

 [NEG PERF-2SG-understand even a piece of tar] 

 ‘You did not understand a thing.’ 

 

The second element −s is principally used for basic negation and thus serves 

grammatical purposes, whereas its variants −si, −say and −sayn also play the 

role of negation intensifier, indicating modality and expressiveness on the 

enunciative (utterance) level as well as the discursive level (example 10). 

The element −sayn may also behave like an indefinite morpheme signifying 

a focused ‘nothing’ (Vanhove 1994). 

 

For example: 

 

(10) la! āna ma nā&(s šāy! (Moroccan Arabic; Caubet 1996) 

 [NEG 1SG NEG PTCP-MSG NEG] 

 ‘Mais non! Je ne dors pas du tout!’ 

 [No! I am not sleeping at all!] 
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The discontinuous marker ma ___ −s (−si/−say) is also attested in non-verbal 

predication structures, mainly when these refer to existential values: 

  

(11)  ma-fi-ha-š taȥb (Algerian Arabic; Boucherit 2002: 64) 

 [NEG-in+3FSG+NEG effort] 

 ‘Il n’y a pas de peine.’ 

 [‘It is no big deal.’]  

 

(12) ma &and-u š kalma. (Tunisian Arabic; Lafkioui) 

 [NEG at+3MSG NEG word] 

 ‘He does not keep his word.’ 

 

Two major exceptions to this rule are observed. The first is Moroccan, 

where this morpheme is applied to attributive constructions based on an 

adjectival predicate, as in the following examples:  

 

(13) ma zwīna š (,) had ---(šma.(Moroccan Arabic; Lafkioui) 

 [NEG pretty NEG PROS PROX DEF-ornament] 

‘It is not pretty, this ornament.’  

 

(14)  la! xu-ya ma qbi.-š (Moroccan Arabic; Adila 1996) 

 [NEG brother+1SG NEG mean+NEG] 

 ‘Non! mon frère n’est pas méchant.’  

 [‘No! My brother is not mean.’] 

 

Discontinuous negation is used here for the purpose of expressiveness, 

especially when it indicates an adversative meaning and hence a contrastive 

positioning in the conversational exchange; otherwise, the continuous 

marker ma −si ___ would be employed (see below in this section).
9
  

 

The second exception is detected in Libyan Arabic, which allows for the 

negation of attributive predication by means of the discontinuous marker. It 

does so, though, on the condition that the predicate is composed of one 

single term (even a substantive term): 

 

                                                      
9. In fact, diverse nominals and nominal groups may be negated by the discon-

tinuous marker when they form a kind of ‘negative echo’ to the preceding  

utterance (Marçais 1977: 278). 
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(15)  āna mo #ālib š  (Libyan Arabic; Owens 1984: 157) 

 [1SG NEG student NEG] 

 ‘I am not a student.’ 

 

Furthermore, the morpheme ma ___ −s (−si/−say) can be combined with per-

sonal pronouns, as affixes or as independent forms, in order to negate all 

sorts of nominals. While in Tunisian and Maltese mixed structures with 

affixed and independent pronouns are attested (example 16), in Algerian 

Arabic, only the amalgam with affixes occurs (example 17), and in Moroc-

can Arabic, solely the independent pronoun variant is observed (example 

18). 

 

Examples: 

 

(16) m-īni( š (Maltese Arabic; Vanhove 1994) 

 [NEG-1SG NEG] 

 ‘I am not...’ 

 

(17) mā-hī-š m-ē9a (Algerian Arabic; Elhalimi 1996) 

 [NEG-3FSG+NEG ill] 

 ‘Elle n’est pas malade.’ 

 [‘She is not ill.’] 

 

(18)  ma-.iyya-š .amqa baš t-&āwƽd-ha.(Moroccan Ar.; Lafkioui) 

 [NEG-3FSG-NEG stupid SUB IMPERF-3FSG-repeat+3FSG] 

 ‘She is not so stupid to repeat it.’  

 

It should be noted that in Libyan Arabic a distinction is made between the 

male and female for the plural forms: man-kam š (2MPL) ~ man-kan š 

(2FPL) and man-hum š (3MPL) ~ man-hun š (3FPL).  

 

As to the continuous marker ma−si ___ (Moroccan, Algerian) or mu−s ___ 
(<*[ma + hu + š]; Tunisian, Libyan

10
, Maltese) and their local variants, they 

apply to non-verbal negation and refer to semantic values engaging the 

identification of the speech objects as well as their differentiation (localiza-

tion and attribution).  
 

                                                      
10. In Libyan Arabic, this marker varies by (grammatical) gender (Owens 1984: 

159): mōš (male) ~ meyš (female). 
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Examples: 

 

(19)  l-qbā.a māši mlī.a  (Algerian Arabic; Elhalimi 1996) 

 [DEF-malice NEG good] 

 ‘La méchanceté n’est pas une bonne chose.’] 

 [‘Malice is not a good thing.’] 

 

(20) āna mōš  kibīr (Libyan Arabic; Owens 1984: 159) 

 [1SG NEG old] 

 ‘I am not old.’ 

 

These markers precede the term to which the negation relates, which usu-

ally corresponds to the predicate but may also be any other constituent of 

the utterance considered as its enunciative core. Moreover, they require a 

certain degree of determination of the negated terms. If this is not the case, 

diverse devices are appealed to that turn the non-verbal structure into a 

verbal structure, thus necessitating the discontinuous marker; e.g. the 

situative particle kayn (‘there is’) and verbal copulas such as kān (‘there 

was’) and kaykūn (‘there is’) in Moroccan Arabic. Furthermore, maši ___ 
and its variants also mark propositional negation and hence the correspond-

ing focalization procedure. 

3.3.3.3.    Moroccan Arabic negation Moroccan Arabic negation Moroccan Arabic negation Moroccan Arabic negation     

3.1. Verbal negation  

Verbal predication in Moroccan Arabic (except Hassaniyya) is negated by 

means of the discontinuous marker ma ___ −s (examples 21 to 24) and its 

optional (examples 25 to 35) or conditioned (examples 36 to 48) variants. 

 

Examples: 

 

(21) ma kla  š.  
 NEG PERF-3MSG-eat NEG 

 ‘He has not eaten.’  
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(22)  ma ka y-ākul š.  
 NEG PART-IMPERF-3MSG-eat NEG 

 ‘He does not eat.’     

 

(23)  ma ġadi y-ākul  š.   
 NEG AUX IMPERF-3MSG-eat NEG 

‘He will not eat.’  

 

(24)  ma bqa š (ka) y-ākul.  
 NEG AUX NEG  (PART)-IMPERF-3MSG-eat 

 ‘He does not eat anymore (like he used to).’  

    

All these four utterances exemplify cases of what I call basic negation, in 

which the negator encloses the predicative syntagm (examples 21, 22, and 

23) or its verbal auxiliary (example 24). Both segments of the negator are 

indispensable to the grammaticality of the structure and to the correspond-

ing actualization of the negated message, although some minor cases with-

out the second element, but largely backed up by the referential context, are 

observed in structures similar to (23) and (24). Furthermore, structures with 

the auxiliary ġadi, which locates the verbal process in the future, like in 

example (23), make it possible to displace the second element just after the 

auxiliary, so as to centre the negation on that particular constituent and 

hence emphasize the temporal dimension of the action described by the 

head verb. As a result, the negator š underscores that the asserted process 

will not take place in the future (example 28). The dislocation of the second 

element can also have even heavier semantic implications, for example it 

might transform a request into an injunction and even lead to shifts in deno-

tative content.    

3.1.1. Optional variants of the discontinuous negation marker   

In this section, I will present the optional variants of the second element of 

the basic discontinuous marker ma ___ −s; the first element remains identi-

cal.
11

 In contrast with the basic form, they represent what I label as marked 

                                                      
11. The syntagmatic position of the second element of the negator with ma may 

also be occupied by different nominal morphemes, such as the adverb ġīr 

(‘without’), resulting in the restrictive negator ma ___ ġīr meaning ‘not... 

but...’. 
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negation and convey semantic and pragmatic dimensions which are absent 

from basic negation. 

 

Examples: 

 

(25) ma kla ši.  
 NEG PERF-3MSG-eat NEG 

 ‘He has not eaten at all.’/‘I am sure that he has not eaten (at all).’  

 

(26) ma ka y-ākul ši.  
 NEG PART-IMPERF-3MSG-eat NEG 

 ‘He does not eat at all.’/‘I am sure that he does not eat (at all).’ 

 

(27) ma ka y-ākul ši l-.ūt.  
 NEG PART-IMPERF-3MSG-eat NEG DEF-fish 

 ‘He does not eat fish at all.’ 

 

(28) ma ġadi ši  y-ākul. 
 NEG AUX NEG  IMPERF-3MSG-eat  

 ‘He will not eat at all.’  

 

(29) ma bqa ši (ka) y-ākul.   
 NEG AUX NEG  (PART)-IMPERF-3MSG-eat 

 ‘He does not eat at all anymore (like he used to).’  

 

The second element −si (or its variant −say) generally tends to avoid  

subsequent elements. Even if examples (27), (28) and (29) are grammati-

cally correct, they are generally not considered as idiomatic, unless their 

second negation element is marked by an emphasis accent  

(EA = {Fo↑, I↑}) initiating on the final syllable of the preceding constitu-

ent (i.e. emphatic negation). It is the presence of this intensifier – highly 

accentuated in these examples and therefore more expressive – that makes 

it possible to convey the idea of categoricalness and absoluteness in addi-

tion to the negation of the verbal process, including its particular dimen-

sions (temporal, aspectual, modal). An example of this is the temporal de-

termination in example (28), rendered by the auxiliary ġadi, and the aspec-

tual determination in example (29) that is sustained by the auxiliary bqa. In 

case of aspectual determination, the negation process does not completely 
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invalidate the positive charge of the asserted content; for instance, example 

(29) does suggest that the referential object ate before. 

 

The reluctance of accepting subsequent elements, especially nominal com-

plements, after the negation intensifier may have to do with its function as a 

“forclusif”, to use Tesnières’ (1959: 225) terminology. This is the function 

that connects the enunciative content to some negative idea – to various 

possible degrees – after being detached from the positive corresponding 

idea by the “discordantiel”. As the presence of more than one forclusif is 

useless and therefore not preferred, because a negative notion is already 

attached to the asserted content by the first forclusif – Arabic ši (or vari-

ants) as a forclusif tries to avoid subsequent elements. But this restriction is 

not applied when the elements are detached from the enunciative core, and 

hence also from the negation scope, by emphasizing the forclusif prosodi-

cally (emphasis accent). Therefore, it is more than likely that  

Arabic, and more precisely the North African varieties, has a bipartite  

negation that arose from the developed innovated discontinuous negation 

markers.
12

     

 

Bipartite negation =  

discordantiel ma ma ma ma or variants (first part; disconnecting device)  

+  

forclusif š š š š or variants (second part; connecting device). 

 

The same semantic values and combinatorial and distributional restrictions 

are attributed to verbal negation with −say as an intensifier (examples 30  

and 31). 
 

Examples: 

 

(30) ma kla šay. 
 NEG PERF-3MSG-eat NEG 

 ‘He has not eaten at all.’/‘I am sure that he has not eaten (at all).’   

 

                                                      
12. The hypothesis of a bipartite negation for the North African varieties is  

suggested in Taine-Cheikh (1995–1996), even if the case under investigation, 

Hassaniyya of Mauritania, ignores this phenomenon. 
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(31) ma ka y-ākul šay.  
 NEG PART-IMPERF-3MSG-eat NEG 

 ‘He does not eat at all.’/‘I am sure that he does not eat (at all).’ 

 

The negator ma ___ 0 is optional when it is associated with Perfectives 

sustained by verbal auxiliaries that express the notion of ‘still’, ‘maintain’, 

‘remain’ so as to signify the phrase ‘not… yet’ (affective polarity): 

 

(32) bāqi ma sālī-ti?  

 AUX NEG PERF-2SG-finish 

 ‘Haven’t you finished yet?’  

 

(33) bāqi ma sālī-ti š?   

 AUX NEG PERF-2SG-finish NEG  

 ‘Haven’t you finished yet?’  

 

(34)  -ā-ni mazāl ma bdī-t.   
 PART+1SG AUX NEG PERF-1SG-start  
 ‘I have not started yet.’  
 
(35) -ā-ni mazāl ma bdī-t š.   
 PART+1SG AUX NEG PERF-1SG-start NEG 
 ‘I have not started yet.’ 

 

Aside from this restrictive rule, the alternative optional variant (examples 

32 and 34) does not engage any distinctive feature compared to the basic 

negation structure (examples 33 and 35 respectively), at least if no prosodic 

emphasis is put on the second element š, which would delimit the negation 

scope precisely.  

3.1.2. Conditioned variants of the discontinuous negation marker   

The conditions under which the variants classified in this category appear 

are diverse, but mainly have modality and expressiveness in common, as 

will be demonstrated in this section. Moreover, in most cases, the presence 

of 0 as the second element of the negation morpheme is a distinctive feature 

of this type of variants.   
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The discontinuous marker    ma ___ 0 is necessarily used in oaths and cate-

gorical expressions (examples 36, 37, 38, 39, and 40). These may be intro-

duced by religious locutions such as wəCCah (‘By God!’, also denoting ‘I 

swear!’) in example (36) or by the adverbial locution &ammə-- (< *&əm- 

‘life’ + ma ___ 0 > ‘never’), which is always followed by a personal affix 

that fully agrees with the subject of the predication (examples 37, 38, 39, 

and 40). The negation marker ma succeeds the latter locution (example 37), 

precedes it (example 38) or even occupies both syntagmatic positions  

(example 39); in the last option, more semantic definiteness and energy is 

added to the negated message. In cases like (37) and (39) – and even (38) 

with a proper intonation – the syntagm [&ammə-- + personal affix] is inevi-

tably subject to topicalization, which is mainly marked by specific intona-

tion features, such as an intonation rupture and pitch dominance.
13

  

  

Examples: 

 

(36) wəCCah ma h9ə--t fi-h!   
 INVOC NEG PERF-1SG-talk in+3MSG 

 ‘I swear I did not talk about him!’  

 

(37)  &ammə--ha ma mšā-t l-.əmmām!    
 never+3FSG NEG PERF-3FSG-go DEF-hammam 

 ‘Never, she went to the hammam!’  
 

(38) ma &ammə--ha mšā-t l-.əmmām!   
 NEG  never+3FSG PERF-3FSG-go DEF-hammam 

 ‘She never went to the hammam!’ 

 

(39)  ma &ammə--ha ma mšā-t l-.əmmām!    
 NEG  never+3FSG NEG PERF-3FSG-go DEF-hammam  
 ‘She never ever went to the hammam!’ 

 

Even though Moroccan Arabic displays a slight combinatory preference for 

the Perfective in negative oaths with ma ___ 0, constructions with the  

Imperfective (without TAM marker) are also attested; example (36) would 

be ‘wəCCah ma n(-h9ə- fi-h!’ (‘I swear I will not talk about him!’). It should 

also be mentioned that Moroccan Arabic makes it possible to denote the 

                                                      
13. These findings are based on my project in progress on “Intonation and Topi-

calization” (Lafkioui 2002, 2010, 2011c). 
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basic meaning of examples (37) to (39) without inserting any negation par-

ticle, albeit in a more subsidiary way. This is illustrated in the following 

example:  

 

(40) &ammə--ha mšā-t l-.əmmām!  
 never+3FSG PERF-3FSG-go DEF-hammam 
 ‘She never went to the hammam!’  

 

A diachronic change scenario that could account for this phenomenon is the 

following: the constituent &ammə--, originally a noun grammaticalized into 

an adverb of frequency, is grammaticalized into a negation adverb. This 

process is favoured by its topicalized form, which is prosodically highly 

marked and so produces its detachment from the rest of the utterance.
14

 Put 

differently, this means that the topicalization of a specific adverbial use 

could have sustained the development of a new pre-head negation marker 

(&ammə--) in contexts where the initial negators (ma + ma ___ 0 and  

ma ___ 0) have vanished for reasons of semantic weakness. Consequently, 

as &ammə-- combines with ma ___ 0, it might have been reanalyzed as a 

dislocated forclusive before its grammaticalization as a negation adverb.  

 

Another topicalized adverbial determinant that frequently occurs in negated 

structures with ma ___ 0 is gā& (‘all’, ‘at all’), used to signify the meaning 

‘not at all’, like for instance in example (41): 

 

(41) gā& ma bqa təm.  
 all NEG PERF-3MSG-stay there 

‘He did not stay there at all.’ 

 

The same marker recurs in negation constructions containing the verb &-af 
(‘to know’) as a predicate if it is an Imperfective without preverbal TAM 

markers:
15

 

 

                                                      
14. I am grateful to Vermondo Brugnatelli, who drew my attention to the Italian 

adverb affatto (‘absolutely’, ‘utterly’) that has recently undergone a somewhat 

similar development in spoken Italian, viz. the negation adverb meaning ‘no’ 

or  ‘not at all’ generally used as a negative response in configurations without  

a negation marker. 

15. Mostly for the 1S; otherwise, the presence of the second part of the discon-

tinuous negator is preferred. 
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(42) ma n-ə&-af māl-hum.  

 NEG IMPERF-1SG-know what about+ 3PL 

 ‘I do not know what is wrong with them.’  

 

Another combinatorial context in which this negator is regularly detected is 

[ma + VS + ^ + O (= SUBcompl)].  

 

For example: 

 

(43) ma dər-ti &la-aš t-ərža&.   
 NEG PERF-2SG-do on what  IMPERF-2MSG-go back  
 ‘You did not do anything to fall back on.’  

 

Besides its use in verbal constructions with a completive subordinate clause 

as the direct complement (example 43), this marker is also brought into 

play in verbal negation structures with an indefinite direct complement, as 

in the next example:    

 

(44) ma dər-ti wlād? 
 NEG PERF-2SG-do children 

 ‘You haven’t made any children?’ 

 = ‘You haven’t got any children?’ 

 

Interestingly, this predicative structure is compatible with the second ele-

ment š (or allomorphs) if there is a contrastive conjunction in which the 

second part is explicitly uttered or just presupposed. For example, if utter-

ance (44) contained the element š, a conjunctive part such as ‘dər-ti wālu’ 

(‘you did nothing’) would implicitly be present. Furthermore, this mor-

pheme adds some referentiality to the dereferentialized nature of this  

negation type that is supported by the undetermined direct object; (44) 

would thus mean ‘You haven’t got anyanyanyany children?’ with a focus on ‘any’.  

  

As regards the discontinuous marker la ___ 0, it is employed in the context 

of negative prohibitions, injunctions and oaths; the former may also be 

expressed through the markers la ___ š and ma ___ š, like in example (46). 

Yet, prohibitions with 0 as the second negation element, such as the one 

presented in example (45), are more energetic. An appropriate exclamative 

intonation is of course a conditio sine qua non for the syntactic adequacy 
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of this utterance, as well as for its semantic and pragmatic function (prohi-

bition). In addition, an asymmetrical relationship is observed in Moroccan 

Arabic – as well as in Arabic in general – between the negative prohibition 

structure, based on the Imperfective, and its matching positive configura-

tion, i.e. that of the Imperative, which draws on a different conjugation 

paradigm (only 2S and 2P) and employs dissimilar personal affixes.             

  

Examples: 

 

(45) la t-əh-əb! 
 NEG IMP-2MSG-run away  
 ‘Do not run away!’  
 

(46)  la t-əh-əb š! (= ma t-əh-əb š!) 
 NEG IMP-2MSG-run away NEG  
 ‘Do not run away!’ 

  

(47) wəCCah la klīti-h! 
 INVOC NEG PERF-2SG-eat+3MSG  
 ‘I swear you will not eat (of it)!’ 

 

Concerning the negation of oaths and wishes (example 47), like most North 

African Arabic varieties,
16

 Moroccan Arabic has conserved the flip-flop 

phenomenon detected in Classical Arabic. This phenomenon consists of 

using the Perfective – usually indicating the idea of completion – in con-

texts situated or projected in the future. Accordingly, this type of negation 

conveys the inexistence of a process or a state positioned in the future.
17

    

3.1.3. Verbal negation patterns 

As shown in the data examined in the previous sections and some of the 

examples that I replicate here, verbal negation follows a pattern in which 

the discontinuous negation markers generally encircle the predicative syn-

tagm or one of its components.  

 

                                                      
16. Yet, this feature is often absent in other Arabic speaking parts of the world. 

17. About this phenomenon in North African Arabic, see also (among others) 

Aguadé and Elyaacoubi (1995: 148) and Taine-Cheikh (2000).  
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Examples: 

  

(21) ma kla  š.  
 NEG PERF-3MSG-eat NEG 

 ‘He has not eaten.’  

 

(22)  ma ka y-ākul š.  
 NEG PART-IMPERF-3MSG-eat NEG 

 ‘He does not eat.’     

 

(41) gā& ma bqa təm.  
 all NEG PERF-3MSG-stay there 

‘He did not stay there at all.’ 

 

(45) la t-əh-əb! 
 NEG IMP-2MSG-run away  
 ‘Do not run away!’  
 

The first element always precedes the predicative syntagm, even if the sec-

ond element is 0 (examples 41 and 45).    

 

General verbal negation pattern: 

(COMPL+) NEG + VPS + NEG (+ COMPL) 

 

However, it should be specified that when the VPS contains a verbal auxil-

iary, the negation markers may merely enclose the latter instead of the 

whole predicative syntagm, depending on the negation scope (example 24 

repeated below, but also 28 and 29 in Section 3.1.1.). The fact that the aux-

iliary of these examples is fully conjugated in agreement with the head verb 

underpins its predicative function. In contrast, when the auxiliary is a 

grammaticalized form (invariable unit or group of units), usually playing 

the role of an adverbial determinant that occupies the initial position of the 

sentence, the negation proceeds according to the general pattern, as in  

examples (33) and (35). 
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Examples: 

 

(24)  ma bqa š (ka) y-ākul.  
 NEG AUX NEG  (PART)-IMPERF-3MSG-eat 

 ‘He does not eat anymore (like he used to).’  

 

(33) bāqi ma sālī-ti š?   

 AUX NEG PERF-2SG-finish NEG  

 ‘Haven’t you finished yet?’ 

 

(35) -ā-ni mazāl ma bdī-t š.   
 PART+1SG AUX NEG PERF-1SG-start NEG 
 ‘I have not started yet.’  

 

So, the second element of the negation marker sets the limits of the nega-

tion scope and hence determines specific aspects of the actualized or  

projected process or state, which may be highlighted by means of prosodic 

devices (intonation and accent). With respect to the precise negation scope, 

the marker š may follow the indirect affix, as in (48), but may also precede 

it when the direct object is emphasized:  

 

(48) ma gāl-u-ha l-u š 
 NEG PERF-3PL-tell+3FSG to+3MSG NEG 
 ‘They did not tell him that.’ 

    

Alternative verbal negation pattern I:  

(COMPL+) NEG + VPS + DIR COMPL (= AFF1)  

+ INDIR COMPL (= AFF2) + NEG 
 

Alternative verbal negation pattern II:  

(COMPL+) NEG + VPS + DIR COMPL (= AFF1)  

+ NEG + INDIR COMPL (= AFF2) 

3.2. Non-verbal negation 

Non-verbal predication in Moroccan Arabic is negated by means of both 

continuous and discontinuous markers. The continuous markers, on the one 

hand, are principally used in descriptive contexts, that is, to identify or to 
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distinguish and to localize the discursive objects described by means of the 

nominal elements that constitute the utterance. The discontinuous markers, 

on the other hand, serve more expressive goals, which often relate to mo-

dality. 

3.2.1. The continuous negation marker 

Non-verbal negation in Moroccan Arabic is generally expressed through 

the continuous marker ma−si ___, as is revealed in the following examples: 

 

(49) maši d-drāri l-kƽddāba.  
 NEG DEF-children DEF-liars  
 ‘The children are not the liars.’  

 

(50) maši HHɀa-h.  
 NEG father+3MSG  
 ‘It is not his father.’  
 
(51)  l-wərqa (,) maši rqīqa bəzzāf.   
 DEF-pastry dough PROS NEG thin very  

 ‘The pastry dough, it is not very thin.’  
 

The nominal predicate of these utterances points to a referential identifica-

tion (examples 49 and 50) or a qualitative attribution (example 51) of the 

discourse object. The predication in example (52), on the other hand, indi-

cates its localization in the inter-subjective space:  

 

(52)  maši hna. 
 NEG here 

 ‘It is not here.’  
 

The marker ma−si ___ thus precedes the syntagmatic constituent to which 

the negation relates, which can be the subject of the predication (example 

49), its predicate (examples 50 and 51), a complement, or even the whole 

predicative configuration (example 62, see infra).  

In case of an identification relationship between the predicative con-

stituents (examples 49 and 50), the negator maši also functions as a predi-

cative auxiliary (i.e. negative copula), a role that is played by an independ-
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ent personal pronoun in the corresponding positive nominal configuration 

(example 53). The pronoun in question is restricted to the third person; i.e. 

huw(w)a (3MSG), hiy(y)a (3FSG) and huma (3PL) in agreement with [S-P] or 

[P].  

 

Examples: 

 

(53) d-drāri huma l-kƽddāba.  
 DEF-children 3PL DEF-liars  
 ‘The children are the liars.’  

 

(54) *d-drāri l-kƽddāba  
 DEF-children DEF-liars  
 ‘the lying children’  

 

The personal pronoun huma, which separates the subject (the first term) 

from the predicate (the second term) in the positive structure (example 53) 

may appear in the negation structure, not as a predicative auxiliary but as a 

deictic emphasizing certain aspects of the referential process; in the present 

case, the subject is emphasized:
18

 

 

(55) maši  d-drāri  huma l-kƽddāba.  
 NEG DEF-children 3PL  DEF-liars  
 ‘It is not the children who are the liars.’  

 

As regards attributive negation, the predicate can be focalized by inverting 

the syntagmatic order and hence by positioning the subject after the predi-

cate. These are then both separated by an intonation rupture, as for instance 

in the cleft structure in (56), based on example (51): 

 

(56)  maši rqīqa bəzzāf (,) l-wərqa.  
 NEG thin very PROS DEF-pastry dough  

 ‘It is not very thin, the pastry dough.’  
 

The intonation features are highly demarcative in the case of a focalized 

negative configuration – the intonation break in (56) is much more distinc-

tive than in (51) – as well as in the case of a basic positive configuration 

                                                      
18. This implies a corresponding focalization. 
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(example 57), where these are essential to distinguish the subject from the 

predicate: 

 

(57)  l-wərqa (,) rqīqa bəzzāf.   
 DEF-pastry dough PROS thin very  

 ‘The pastry dough, it is very thin.’  
 

Furthermore, in adversative contexts, the negation of an attributive predica-

tion may proceed through the discontinuous marker (see also Section 

3.2.2.). For instance, if the interlocutor contests the quality attributed to the 

pastry dough described in example (57), he or she would utter one of the 

following options:  

 

(58)  lwərqa (,) ma rqīqa š bəzzāf.   
 DEF-pastry dough PROS NEG thin  NEG very  

 ‘The pastry dough, it is not very thin.’  
 

(59)  ma rqīqa š bəzzāf (,) lwərqa  
 NEG thin  NEG very PROS DEF-pastry dough  

 ‘It is not very thin, the pastry dough.’  
 

Regarding the negation of locative predications, Moroccan Arabic makes 

use of the continuous marker maši if its components are determined (exam-

ple 52 supra and 60 infra). Otherwise, existential markers such as the  

invariable marker kayn (‘there is’) and the variable kān (‘there was’) and 

kaykūn (‘there is’) are employed, as in example (61): 

 

(60)  l-.līb maši f t-t(llāža 
 DEF-milk NEG in DEF-fridge 

‘The milk is not in the fridge.’ 

 
(61)  ma kayn š .līb f t-t(llāža 
 NEG COP NEG milk in DEF-fridge 
 ‘There is no milk in the fridge.’ 

 

Besides predicative negation, which has a particular term of the predication 

as the incidence point (usually the predicate), there are also numerous cases 

of propositional negation (sentential negation) – with the whole proposi-

tion, behaving like a nominalized syntagm, as the incidence point. 
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For example:  

 

(62) maši gāl-ha l-u.   
 NEG PERF-3MSG+3FSG to+3MSG 

 ‘It is not that he told him that.’  

 

It is the asserted proposition gāl-ha l-u (‘he told him that’) that is denied in 

this utterance and not its verbal head gāl (‘he told’), which would generally 

be negated by means of a discontinuous marker if it were the predicate: 

 
(63) ma gāl-ha š l-u.    

 NEG PERF-3MSG+3FSG NEG to+3MSG 

 ‘He did not tell him that.’  

3.2.2. Discontinuous negation markers  

Adjectival predicates are negated by means of the continuous marker  

ma −si ___ (example 51 in Section 3.2.1.) as well as by the discontinuous 

marker ma ___ š (or its more expressive variants ma ___ ši and  
ma ___ šay), as presented previously (examples 13 and 14 in Section 2) and 

also in the next non-verbal utterance: 

 

(64) ma rqīq š.  
 NEG thin NEG 

 ‘He is not thin.’  
 

It is the quality of ‘being thin’ that is negated in this example; this feature is 

asserted as being invalid with respect to the referential object, that is, a 

male person about whom the interlocutors are talking. This case of predica-

tive negation could therefore be glossed as follows: ‘The quality of being 

thin is not attributed to the person about whom we are speaking’. But when 

the same adjective is negated by the continuous marker, it signifies ‘It is 

not that he is thin’:   

 

(65) maši  rqīq.  
 NEG thin  

 ‘It is not that he is thin.’  
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Discontinuous negation of the type presented in (64) also entails the idea of 

disagreement, as it were the first part of a bipartite opposing structure, of 

which the second part is implied or explicitly uttered, like in the following 

example:    

 

(66) ma rqīq š , ġlī9.  
 NEG thin NEG  PROS big 
 ‘He is not thin; he is (rather) big.’ 

 

Predication based on prepositional constructions uses the discontinuous 

marker ma ___ š for negation (examples 67 and 68). This marker surrounds 

the predicative syntagm, composed by the preposition and its personal af-

fix, which is sufficient for a valid assertion when supported by the referen-

tial context (example 68). This example may be used, for instance, as a 

negative response (initiating with la... ‘No.’) to the question Kū-k, &and-u 
#umubīCa? (‘Your brother, does he have a car?’). However, this utterance 

lacks the object complement (or its topicalized variant), which is essential 

to the grammaticality of this type of non-verbal structure (example 67): 

NVPS (=PREP + AFF) + Oobligatory. 

 
(67) ma &and-u  š  #umubīCa. 
 NEG at+3MSG NEG car 
 ‘He hasn’t got a car.’  
 

(68) ma &and-u  š. 
 NEG at+3MSG NEG  
 ‘He hasn’t got (it).’  

 

In addition, the syntagmatic structure of example (68) is ambiguous: on the 

one hand, it represents the syntactic core of a possessive assertion with an 

elliptic object complement ([P + S] order). This is for example the case 

when it refers to (67). On the other hand, it also stands for a locative asser-

tion in which the prepositional group functions as the predicative syntagm 

with an elliptic subject ([S + P] order). If there is a complete structure, it 

could look as follows:  

 

(69) #-#umubīCa (,) ma &and-u š. 
 DEF-car PROS NEG at+3MSG NEG  
 ‘The car, it is not at his (place).’  
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However, in case of a locative structure, continuous negation with  

ma −si ___ is largely preferred, which is the principal negator of non-verbal 

structures, especially when the first term is explicit and hence determined. 

Conversely, with a possessive structure, the discontinuous marker  

ma ___ š, typical of verbal negation, is favoured. This evidence corrobo-

rates the verbalization hypothesis of Cohen (1984), which is also supported 

by the fact that possessive non-verbal predication displays a word order that 

is distinctive for verbal predication in Arabic ([P + S]), in contrast with the 

common non-verbal word order ([S + P]; for example, locative predica-

tion). Thus, Cohen’s (1984: 585) idea that nominal structures may evolve to 

“quasi-verbal” structures in some Semitic languages and hence exhibit syn-

tactic features characteristic of verbal structures also applies to Moroccan 

Arabic and Hassaniyya (Taine-Cheikh 1995–96). Interestingly, this phe-

nomenon is also widely attested in Berber (Lafkioui 1999, 2011a: Chapter 

1), which offers an interesting field for comparative study that could extend 

to the Afro-Asiatic level.   

 

Moreover, the morpheme ma ___ −s (or variants) is compatible with inde-

pendent personal pronouns in order to negate various nominals and nominal 

groups, such as in example (18) (see Section 2). The nominal head may 

also contain the particle -ā, which does not only place the expressed notion 

(process or state) in the Present Continuous (aspectual-temporal particle), 

but above all refers to the inter-subjective space between the interlocutors 

and their respective place and discursive commitment.
19

 Here again, Berber 

displays a remarkable similarity, as it provides accounts of specific but 

similar particles that indicate how the interlocutors are involved in their 

interactions (Lafkioui 1999, 2011a: Chapter 1).   

 

It should also be noted that diverse nominals and nominal combinations are 

negated by means of this discontinuous morpheme when they constitute a 

negative response that repeats the core content of the directly preceding 

question: 

 

(70) fīn huwa ? Kār(ž ? 
 INTRG 3MSG PROS PTCP-MSG-go out PROS 

 ‘Where is he? Out?’ 

                                                      
19. For more about this particle, see Taine-Cheikh’s chapter in this volume.  

Another interesting contribution regarding -ā in Moroccan Arabic is Caubet 

(1992). 
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 (71) la ,  ma Kār(ž š.  
NEG PROS NEG PTCP-MSG-go out NEG  

‘No, he is not out.’ 

 

Like verbal negation (examples 44 and 43, respectively, of Section 3.1.2.), 

nominal constructions with an indefinite noun (example 72) or a comple-

tive subordinate clause (example 73) as the object complement require the 

discontinuous marker ma ___ 0 for negation.
20

 

 

Examples: 

 

(72) ma  m&a-kum  h(9-a.  
 NEG with+2PL talk 
 ‘There is no sense in speaking with you.’  

 

(73)  ma &and-na fīn n-ƽmši-w. 
 NEG at+1PL where IMPERF-1PL-go 
 ‘We haven’t got anywhere to go.’  
 

But, as mentioned before for verbal configurations, if the interlocutor 

wishes to focus on a particular constituent of the predication by adding 

some referentiality to the expressed content, he inserts the element š (or a 

variant) just at the end of the negation scope; in examples (72) and (73), 

this insertion could only occur after the prepositional syntagms. 

3.2.3. Non-verbal negation patterns  

Non-verbal negation distinguishes between two distributional patterns: the 

first one concerns continuous negation and assigns a pre-predicative posi-

tion to the single negator maši, which is the principal marker of non-verbal 

negation. The second one is discontinuous and corresponds to the general 

morphemic order detected for verbal negation, that is, the first element ma 

precedes the syntactic head while the second element š follows the final 

constituent of the negation scope.  

 

                                                      
20. This is another point that supports the idea that certain nominal structures 

have been subject to a verbalization dynamic.  
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Non-verbal continuous negation pattern: 

NEG + NVPS 

 

For example: 

 

(74) huwa maši HHɀa-h.  

 3MSG  NEG father+3MSG 
 ‘He is not his father.’  
 
The basic word order of predicative negation built on maši is [S + NEG + 

P], when S is uttered in sentences with an identification (example 74),  

attributive or locative value. The S term of locative predication should be 

determined. If not, a copula is employed, which brings discontinuous nega-

tion into play. Discontinuous negation is also used in attributive and loca-

tive constructions for adversative purposes.  

Focalization of P is established by inverting this basic syntagmatic  

order and marking the focus by prosodic means (e.g. intonation break) that 

at the same time separate the subsequent S from P (example 75 here below 

and also example 56 in Section 3.2.1.): [NEG + P + PROS + S].  

 

For example: 

    

(75) maši HHɀa-h (,) huwa  

 NEG father+3MSG  PROS  3MSG 
 ‘It is not his father.’  
 

Propositional negation follows the general continuous negation pattern, i.e. 

[NEG + PROP]. 

 

As regards discontinuous negation, the marker ma ___ š is detected in  

specific contexts when applied to non-verbal predication. Apart from con-

texts indexing referential and adversative(-conjunctive) meanings, it mainly 

appears with adjectival predicates (example 64 of Section 3.2.2.) and pre-

positional predicative syntagms (examples 67, 68, and 69 of Section 3.2.2.). 

The basic word order of this negation type is [S + NEG + P + NEG]. Only 

predication expressing the idea of possession has a different (inverse) order, 

namely [NEG + P + S + NEG]. Moreover, when O is represented by an 

indefinite nominal or by a completive subordination, non-verbal negation is 

marked by means of ma ___ 0, if no referential connection is involved.           
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Non-verbal discontinuous negation pattern: 

NEG + NVPS + NEG (+ COMPL) 

4.4.4.4.    Innovations in Moroccan ArabInnovations in Moroccan ArabInnovations in Moroccan ArabInnovations in Moroccan Arabic negation ic negation ic negation ic negation     

The mutual influence between Arabic and Berber in North Africa has been 

attested in diverse linguistic domains (i.e. phonetics, morphology, syntax 

and lexicon). It varies with respect to different parameters, of which the 

geographical, historical and social ones are fundamental, in addition to the 

system-based parameters. Negation is one of the major research fields that 

is subject to contact-induced change in North Africa. An important aspect 

of this field is the emergence of discontinuous negation markers in North 

African Arabic, an innovation that is largely generalized over North  

Africa’s Arabic speaking zones and that could have been created by contact 

with Berber – where these markers are common and highly developed in 

many languages. However, the influence might also have occurred in the 

other direction; that is, Berber might have borrowed post-head negation 

marking from Arabic, as this feature is also attested outside Berber speak-

ing areas, mainly in some Egyptian and Levantine varieties.
21

 Even so, the 

case investigated in this chapter, Moroccan Arabic of Oujda, clearly shows 

specific borrowing phenomena from Berber into Arabic, as will be demon-

strated in this section and in the subsequent one. But before going into de-

tail, a presentation of the Berber negation system is needed in order to bet-

ter understand the contact phenomena explained. 

 

Like North African Arabic, the Berber negation system basically draws on 

a distinction between verbal negation, mainly marked by discontinuous 

morphemes, and non-verbal negation, characterized by continuous marking 

procedures. The principal distinctive feature between these two negation 

systems is that most Berber languages also mark negation by means of 

verbal stem alternation, in which the Negative Perfective is more prevalent 

than the Negative Imperfective. Furthermore, the presence of preverbal 

negators generally leads to a syntagmatic position change of the postverbal 

affixes (fronting); they precede the verbal head (but follow the negator), 

                                                      
21. The hypothesis that discontinuous negation in Berber has been borrowed from 

Arabic (Lucas 2007) is interesting but unconvincing for different reasons, the 

main reason being that the Berber data on which the analysis is based are too 

scarce on a comparative level and therefore inconclusive as evidence. 
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usually without modifying their respective order, namely [indirect affix + 

direct affix].  

The predominant variant of the first element of the discontinuous nega-

tor is presumably of Berber origin and is derived from *w(r, a grammati-

calized verbal form composed of the negation element *w or *u and the 

verbal root *r (expressing modality): *w(r = NEG = [NEG *w or NEG *u 

+ V *r].
22

 While this part of the negator is compulsory in most languages – 

with the exception of some cases where only the postverbal element is 

used, like in western Tarifit (Lafkioui 2007: 234–236)
23

 –, the second part 

that usually follows the syntactic head may be optional – as an intensifier – 

or required, depending on the negation context. The discontinuous marker 

is also employed in non-verbal predication, even in a more extended way 

than in North African Arabic, usually in contexts indexing existential val-

ues. However, the Berber languages make use of continuous markers too, 

which are based on Berber elements as well as on Arabic elements.
24

  

4.1. A new discontinuous negator  

The Moroccan Arabic variety of Oujda (MAO) provides abundant evidence 

of the existence of a new discontinuous negation marker which was created 

under contact influence from Berber, i.e. the hybrid morpheme ma ___ bu. 

Its second constituent bu    is borrowed from Tarifit (Rif Berber, North Mo-

rocco; see Figure 1 in Section 1), which is the only Berber language in 

which this morpheme occurs (Lafkioui 1996, 1999: II/Chapter 2, 2007: 

234–236, 2011a: 62–69).
25

  

                                                      
22. Different hypotheses have been proposed regarding the etymological origin of 

the two components of the negation operator in Berber, for example Galand 

(1995), Chaker (1996) and Brugnatelli (2011). 

23. It is, however, in free variation with preverbal negation. For other cases with 

enclitic negation, see Brugnatelli (1987). 

24. Grammaticalized amalgams are frequent in Berber. 

25. Concerning the origin of this marker, no conclusive explanation is available. 

However, two options may be envisaged: the first one relates to the Tuareg 

Berber verb iba (and variants) signifying meanings such as ‘there is no’,  

‘cessation of’ and ‘lack of’, of which the derived form ăba is used in optative 

constructions (Prasse et al. 2003: 2). Texts from the Ayer region (Niger) prove 

the existence of this verb as a negation adverb, i.e. ebƽw ‘no, really!’ (Petites 

sœurs de Jésus 1974: 65). The second option has to do with the Arabic nomi-
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Indeed, this element (or its spirantized variant Nu) is part of all sorts of  

frequently used negators in Tarifit, such as u ___ bu, ur ___ bu, wa ___ bu 
and war ___ bu, which perfectly correspond to the innovated hybrid mor-

pheme of MAO on a structural as well as a functional level. 

 

Examples: 

 

(76) u nna-n Nu awar K-as. 

 NEG PERF-3MPL NEG word  on+3SG 

 ‘They did not say a word about him/her.’ 

 

(77)  u ġā-s Nu Oam##uO.   

 NEG at+3SG NEG women 

 ‘He has not got a wife.’ 

 

These Berber utterances demonstrate verbal predication (example 76) and 

non-verbal predication (example 77), both negated by means of the mor-

pheme u ___ bu. The second element is compulsory and is necessarily fol-

lowed by a noun (in its free state) functioning as an object complement. 

 

Data from MAO do not only reveal the presence of the innovated  

morpheme containing exactly the same element bu, but also prove that it 

shares even the structural and functional features with Tarifit (see also Sec-

tion 4.2.). 

 

Examples: 

 

(78) ma šra-w bu l-.awli had l-&ām.  
 NEG PERF-3PL NEG DEF-sheep PROX DEF-year 

 ‘They did not buy a sheep this year.’ 

 

(79)  ma &and-na bu 9-9ƽw f d-dā- l-qdīma. 
 NEG at+1PL NEG DEF-electricity in DEF-house  DEF-old

 ‘We do not have electricity at the old house.’ 

 

As in Tarifit, the post-head element bu is associated with a determined sub-

sequent object, regularly marked by the definite article in MAO. The nega-

                                                      
nal modifier and determinant bu (e.g. bu -ās ‘him with the head’ > ‘big 

headed one’) that occurs in both Arabic and Berber data.  
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tor ma ___ bu is used for basic negation in descriptive contexts. Compared 

to its major functional contender ma ___ š, this marker is much more  

restricted when it comes to its combinatorial options, its syntagmatic  

distribution and its functional roles. Since it needs to be combined with a 

determined object, its structural potential is limited to certain verbal con-

figurations and to prepositional predicative configurations or some other 

quasi-verbal structures. These limitations are reflected in the distributional 

order, as the discontinuous marker is required to surround the verbal or 

non-verbal predicative head. Therefore, its second element does not func-

tion as a tool that demarcates the negation scope and may occupy different 

positions in the syntagm. These structural restrictions are related to func-

tional roles that are of a descriptive nature, supported by highly referential-

ized notions conveying existential values. Expressive negation with  

ma ___ bu only occurs when an appropriate intonation backs up the whole 

structure.  

 

Other examples confirming the structural and functional correspondence 

between the negation system of MAO and of Tarifit with respect to this 

contact-induced phenomenon are these Berber equivalents of example (78) 

and (79):
26

       

 

(80) u ssġi-n Nu izmər asəggɀas-a.  
 NEG PERF-3MPL NEG sheep year+PROX 

 ‘They did not buy a sheep this year.’ 

 

(81) u ġā-nəġ Nu OfawO gi  OaddāO  OaqPinO.  
 NEG at+1PL NEG electricity in  house  old 

 ‘We do not have electricity at the old house.’  

4.2. Innovated negation patterns 

The adoption of the new negation marker ma ___ bu in MAO had some 

interesting implications on its negation system. It triggered a restructuring 

of its existing morphosyntactic patterns by introducing a new general  

pattern:  

 

                                                      
26. Besides examples (76) and (77) and numerous records from Lafkioui (1996, 

1999: II/Chapter 2, 2007: 234–236, 2011a: 62–69). 
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New general negation pattern:  
ma + PS + bu + O (DET) 

 

This innovated pattern is characterized by its fixed morphosyntactic order 

in which the determined post-head noun as an object complement is a pre-

requisite. It enfolds two sub-patterns, one applying to verbal predication 

(examples 78, 82, and 83) and another one related to non-verbal predication 

(examples 79, 84, and 85): 

 

New verbal negation pattern:  

ma + VPS + bu + O (DET) 

 

(82) ma lqā-t bu l-.əll li-ha. 
 NEG PERF-3FSG NEG DEF-solution  for+3FSG 

 ‘She did not find the solution for her (problem).’ 

 = ‘She did not find a way to deal with her.’ 

 

(83) ma ġadi i-rža& bu l-flūs l mulā-h.  
 NEG AUX  IMPERF-3MSG-return NEG DEF-money  to  owner+3MSG 

 ‘He won’t give back the money to its owner.’  

 

New non-verbal negation pattern:  

ma + NVPS + bu + O (DET) 

 

(84) ma fi-ya bu ž-žəhd baš n-nū9.  
 NEG in+1SG NEG DEF-strenght to IMPERF-1SG-stand up 

 ‘I do not have the energy to stand up.’ 

 

(85)  ma &and-ƽk bu  lakart kima had-i? 
 NEG at+2SG NEG (DEF-)carte  like PROX+FSG   
 ‘Don’t you have a card like this one?’  

 

In both predication types, this new negator can be substituted by the discon-

tinuous marker ma ___ −s without altering their distributional properties. 

Even on the semantic level, no distinctive values are observed if no pro-

sodic markers are involved. However, as a basic negator, ma ___ bu is in 

complementary distribution with ma ___ −s (and variants) in all contexts 

where the latter is incompatible with directly ensuing objects. Functionally 

speaking, this means that, compared to the centring latitude of the discon-
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tinuous marker ma ___ −s, and more particularly its second constituent,  

ma ___ bu is restrained to descriptive negation in which a precise referen-

tial object is asserted to be nonexistent. Moreover, since the new negator is 

strictly reserved for configurations with a determined (mostly definite) 

object, it has a particular paired but opposite relationship with ma ___ 0 
that is used in configurations with an undetermined object. On a functional 

level, this implies that ma ___ bu is specialized in highly referential nega-

tion, in contrast with [ma + HEAD + 0 + O (UNDET)], which is dedicated 

to the negation of dereferentialized notions.  

 

Consequently, the generalized adoption of this new marker has caused a 

restructuring of the negation system of MAO: it introduced a specialized 

negation domain characterized by its high referentiality, which is morpho-

syntactically represented by structures containing determined objects. To a 

certain extent, this incorporation took away some of the functional domains 

of those discontinuous markers that are associated with variable referential-

ity degrees of the actualized or projected process or state. In other words, 

certain domains of the original system are reanalyzed as preferential for 

basic negation by means of the new operator; the same domains are reana-

lyzed as optional but not preferential with respect to the other discontinuous 

operators.  

 

    

Figure 2. Reinvented negation system of MAO 

 ma ___ ma ___ ma ___ ma ___ −− −−s s s s     (and variants)  

 
ma + PS + š (+ O) 

 

variable referentiality: 

{^ < REF ≤ MAX} 

 

ma ___ ma ___ ma ___ ma ___ −− −−ssss  (and variants) 

 
ma + PS + š (+ O) 

 

variable referentiality: 

{^ < REF < MAX} 

 

ma ___ buma ___ buma ___ buma ___ bu    
 

ma + PS + bu + O (DET) 

 

fixed referentiality: 

{REF = MAX} 
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4.3. Who borrowed from whom? 

The city of Oujda and its surroundings, originally Berber speaking (mainly 

Zenati language group), is of economic and political importance because of 

its strategic location on the border between East Morocco and West Algeria 

(see Figure 1, Section 1). Its role as an ancient and intensely active trading 

passage towards all directions is mostly responsible for its linguistic and 

cultural diversity. Yet, this diversity is still characterized by a considerable 

presence of Berber speaking people. In the last three decades, they have 

become even more prevalent due to, inter alia, students coming from  

Berber speaking areas outside Oujda (e.g. Berkane, Nador, Alhoceima, 

Figuig) who want to study at the relatively new University and often even 

settle there afterwards.       

 

Until now, the negation with ma ___ bu has only been attested, at least in a 

systematic way, in the region of Oujda (particularly in the city). At the 

same time, the diverse corresponding Berber variants are displayed in most 

of the regions of the large Rif area. Therefore, it is most likely that the bor-

rowing direction occurred from Berber into Arabic (see Figure 1: dark grey 

zone). Especially since the users of this new negator also, and even mostly, 

speak Arabic and have no command of any Berber language. Furthermore, 

Tarifit has provided regular diachronic accounts of this phenomenon for at 

least a century, whereas for MAO, the informants have not always been 

able to confirm its existence prior to their own language practices (e.g. that 

of their parents and grandparents), which are mainly limited to the first and 

second generation. Even though no studies have reported on this phenome-

non for other parts of North Africa (not even for Algeria), it would be of 

great interest to extend the fieldwork area across the Moroccan-Algerian 

border in order to verify whether it exists there too. If it does occur in the 

Arabic speaking parts on a considerable scale and in a regular way, the 

borrowing direction could be from Arabic into Berber. A valid explanation 

could be, for instance, that ma ___ bu was adopted and then reanalyzed into 

Berber by Tarifit speaking people who immigrated to this region during the 

colonial period for economic reasons and who came back after the inde-

pendence.
27

 Then again, Berber locutors could also have introduced this 

variant in the area through migration. Still, this is not supported by the ac-

tual data, which point to Berber as the borrowing source of the negation 

phenomenon at hand. These data also suggest that its adoption, acquisition 

                                                      
27. I have numerous oral narrative testimonies of this economic migration. 
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and diffusion are chiefly motivated by system-internal properties (see Sec-

tion 4.1. and 4.2.), since social factors such as prestige or community soli-

darity nearly do not apply to this case. 
 
 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Figure 3. Contact-induced negation patterns in MAO 

5.5.5.5.    ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion 

The addressed negation phenomena engendered by contact between  

Moroccan Arabic (MAO) and Berber (Tarifit) are examples of how lan-

guage is constantly modulated in the form of innovations that may emerge 

in structurally layered and causal formations dictated by system-based 

properties. The several cases examined in this chapter show that even 

though innovations are induced by contact (i.e. extra-linguistic parameters), 

their diffusion and development can also be linguistically motivated (i.e. 

formal and functional parameters). Whether or not the new negation  

variants (form and structure) are widely distributed across the Moroccan 

Arabic varieties of the studied area is largely determined by system-internal 

factors such as structure adequacy and systematization of specific comple-

mentary combinatorial and distributional patterns connected with defined 

enunciative functions. Therefore, it is important to consider language 

change and diffusion not solely from a social perspective (“propagation” as 

in Croft 2000: 38, 178), but also in terms of how the variants are formally 

and functionally integrated into ever-changing linguistic structures 

(Lafkioui 2009, 2011b). 

Tarifit 

u ___ u ___ u ___ u ___ bu bu bu bu  (and variants) 

NEG + PS + bu + O (DET) 

 

MAO 

ma ___ ma ___ ma ___ ma ___ −− −−ssss  (and variants) 
NEG + PS + NEG (+ O) 

 

MAO 

ma ___ buma ___ buma ___ buma ___ bu 

ma + PS + bu + O (DET) 
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Another interesting finding is that Moroccan Arabic – and even North Afri-

can Arabic in general
28

– proves that there is a significant relationship be-

tween negation, modality and expressiveness, which I would explain as 

follows: the full occurrence of the discontinuous negation marker in verbal 

configurations mainly relates to descriptive predication with a variable 

negation scope. This variability depends on the position of the postverbal 

negator, which at the same time adds a certain degree of referentiality 

({MIN < REF < MAX}) to the selected discursive object. This is what I 

label as basic negation, unless expressive cognates of the postverbal inten-

sifier š (or variants) are employed (e.g. ši, šay) for emphatic purposes. 

Conversely, marked negation chiefly engages the absence of the postverbal 

element (NEG ___ ^), a procedure through which all kinds of modal and 

expressive values, in addition to existential ones, are asserted. However, 

referentiality is reduced here, even to ^ in some cases (e.g. [V + S + O  

(= UNDET)]): {^ ≤ REF < MAX}. Pragmatically speaking, this implies 

that the absence of the postverbal negator allows for the fine-tuning of the 

discursive investment of the enunciators. A distinction between basic ver-

sus marked is also displayed with respect to the nature of the preverbal 

negator: while the item ma is generally related to descriptive and hence 

basic negation – especially when combined with the postverbal š – the item 

la is usually restricted to modal and expressive use (i.e. marked negation).      

Compared to verbal negation, the inverse of the opposition [basic nega-

tion versus marked negation] is observed in non-verbal configurations. In 

other words, discontinuous negation marking stands for modality and ex-

pressiveness, while continuous negation marking signifies descriptive 

meanings that are connected with semantic values indicating an identifica-

tion of the referential object, its localization or its attribution to a defined 

semantic category. The only exception is that of quasi-verbal constructions 

in which the nominal head tends to behave like a verbal predicate and 

hence makes use of the discontinuous negator for basic negation.   

Cases such as the hybrid negator ma — bu in MAO, occurring in spe-

cific complementary morphosyntactic configurations referring to assertoric 

values, suggest that it is basic negation that is predominantly subject to 

change in the asymmetrical negation system of North African Arabic. Ac-

cordingly, as far as the linguistic level is concerned, the evolution dynamics 

of negation in this area are significantly motivated by functional needs re-

garding descriptiveness and referentiality.  

 

                                                      
28. Except Bedouin varieties such as Hassaniyya. 
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In contrast with the negation system of Classical Arabic, North African 

Arabic has probably undergone the following transformation stages with 

respect to basic verbal negation: 

 

Transformation process A: 

mā ___ , lā ___ , lam ___ (stage I)  ⇒ ma ___ 0 (stage II)  

⇒ ma ___ −s(i) (stage III) 

 
Stage II is merely attested in some southern varieties such as Hassiniyya 

and Skura in Morocco. It is common, though, in the Arabic varieties spoken 

in sub-Saharan Africa (e.g. Sudan and Chad) and in the Middle-East. From 

this stage, a discontinuous marker was created (stage III), which currently 

functions as the principal negator in North Africa. It is beyond the scope of 

this chapter to explain the motivation behind these diachronic changes, in 

particular the progression from stage II to stage III. Nevertheless, it should 

be mentioned that Brugnatelli’s (1987, 2002, 2005) hypothesis about the 

Berber origin of this latter innovation in Arabic is appealing as a basis for 

further investigation, especially when it comes to the Arabic part. He draws 

on a compelling parallel between the comparative Berber data and the Ara-

bic case of the Dakhla-Oasis (Woidich 1995–97). Basically, he suggests 

that Berber had a postverbal negator at a proto-Berber level, which pro-

voked the emergence of negative aspectual forms (at practically a pan-

Berber level) due to accent dislocation and vowel reduction. For reasons of 

redundancy, some of the Berber languages have lost this postverbal item. 

Those which conserved it, reanalyzed it as a negation marker similar to 

stage III in Arabic. They did so at a later time through contact with those 

Arabic varieties that had already undergone this transformation at the time 

in question. Given that Berber already had a discontinuous marker before 

its postverbal development, i.e. preverbal negator + negative aspectual 

marker, it is problematic to assume a borrowing from Arabic while ignor-

ing this important fact (Lucas 2007). As a matter of fact, many Berber lan-

guages are characterized by a triple negation marking: preverbal negator 

(particle) + mesoverbal negator (apophonic aspectual form) + postverbal 

negator (particle). Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that Berber was 

a borrowing source for stage III in North African Arabic – even when this 

theory is based on a case of double negation marking in Berber (Schmitt-

Brandt 1979) – or that both Berber and Arabic have been the subject of an 

independent evolution. 
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Additionally, the Arabic variety investigated in this study has developed a 

new negator that is in complementary distribution with the primary negator 

ma ___ −s, as described in the following diagram: 

 
Transformation process B: 

mā ___ , lā ___ , lam ___ (stage I)  ⇒ ma ___ 0 (stage II) 

⇒ ma ___ −s(i) (stage III) ⇒ [ma ___ −s(i) ~ ma ___ bu] (stage IV) 

 
The diachronic change in MAO from stage III to stage IV was triggered by 

a borrowing process from Berber, in which not only a formal property was 

(partially) borrowed but also its corresponding constructions (“replica 

grammaticalization”; Heine & Kuteva 2003: 539; see Section 4). At the 

basis of the diffusion of this phenomenon are system-based factors such as 

structural adequacy and generalization. 

An interesting point that should also be noted in this conclusion, but 

definitely calls for additional research, even on a general comparative and 

typological level, is the existence of negative structures with none of the 

usual negation markers (i.e. apparent zero negation marking). These struc-

tures comprise nominals in topical position in the phase of grammaticaliza-

tion (by means of adverbialization) towards new pre-head negation markers 

(Section 3.1.2., example 40). Furthermore, this remarkable development 

also accounts for the bipartite basic structure of verbal negation in Arabic, 

which is constantly adjusted to both linguistic and extra-linguistic needs.   

 

As regards marked negation (see diagram below), again stage II is only 

observed in a limited number of Bedouin varieties, whereas stage III is 

quite widespread in North Africa. On the other hand, stage I as well as 

stage II is frequently employed elsewhere in the Arabic speaking areas. 

 

Transformation process A: 

la ___ 0 (stage I) ⇒ ma ___ 0 (stage II)⇒ ma ___ −s(i) (stage III) 

 
Moreover, the most western parts of North Africa (especially Morocco) 

give evidence of a discontinuous marker directly derived from the first 

stage, as is shown in the next diagram:  

 
Transformation process B: 

la ___ 0 (stage I) ⇒ la ___ −s(i) (stage II) 
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As this evolution process is simultaneously attested with the process  

exposed in A, the negator ma ___ −s(i) may also have been created by means 

of the following course of action:  

 

Transformation process C: 

la ___ 0 (stage I) ⇒ la ___ š(i)  (stage II)⇒ ma ___ −s(i) (stage III) 

 

Why and when all these transformations occurred in Arabic and how they 

challenge Jespersens’ Cycle model (Jespersen 1917: 4) is definitely outside 

the realm of this mainly dialectological contribution. Yet, it is a topic that is 

certainly in need of further investigation, not only from a historical (Afro-

Asiatic) and typological viewpoint but also from an areal perspective that 

takes into account the contact situations and phenomena that led to the lan-

guage change and diffusion.  
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